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Abstract. The measurement of central corneal thickness (CCT) is important in ophthalmology. Most studies concerned the value at normal status, while rare ones focused on its dynamic changing. The commercial Corvis ST is the only commercial device currently available to visualize the two-dimensional image of dynamic corneal profiles during an air puff indentation. However, the directly observed CCT involves the Scheimpflug distortion, thus misleading the clinical diagnosis. This study aimed to correct the distortion for better measuring the dynamic CCTs. The optical path was first derived to consider the influence of factors on the use of Corvis ST. A correction method was then proposed to estimate the CCT at any time during air puff indentation. Simulation results demonstrated the feasibility of the intuitive-feasible calibration for measuring the stationary CCT and indicated the necessity of correction when air puffed. Experiments on three contact lenses and four human corneas verified the prediction that the CCT would be underestimated when the improper calibration was conducted for air and overestimated when it was conducted on contact lenses made of polymethylmethacrylate. Using the proposed method, the CCT was finally observed to increase by 66 ± 34 μm at highest concavity in 48 normal human corneas. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.5.056006]
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1 Introduction

Anterior segment imaging evolves rapidly in the field of ophthalmology. Early contact devices such as Ultrasound Biomicroscopy (P60 UBM, Paradigm Medical Industries Inc.) have proven meaningful to the ophthalmic diagnosis, but failed to become the part of routine clinical practice. Scanning Slit Topography (Orbscan IIZ, Bausch & Lomb Inc.), as a noncontact device that achieved more extensive applicability. Major advantages of concomitant advancing devices are the noncontact nature of examination, a better repeatability, and a larger range of quantitative and qualitative information.1 Utilizing low-coherence interferometry, optical coherent tomography (OCT) achieves high-resolution anterior segment images by measuring the delay and intensity of light backscattered within biological tissue.2 Some commercial devices, such as the Visante OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc.) and the Slit-lamp OCT (Heidelberg Engineering Inc.), promise an axial resolution of ~25 μm. Other devices that adopt the Scheimpflug principle1 can also generate high-resolution slit images of the anterior segment of the eye. In a commercial instrument, the Pentacam (OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH), the Scheimpflug camera is swiveling around the eye to capture a series of radially oriented images.3 However, these devices cannot generate any noncontact force onto the eye, so they can only evaluate the static characteristics of human eyes.

The Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA, Reichert Technologies) integrates the air puff component to reveal the dynamic properties of the cornea in vivo.3 It evaluates the corneal hysteresis as the pressure difference derived in the inward and outward applanation events. Recent studies successfully combine the air puff function with more advanced spectral optical coherence tomography (sOCT) system.6,8 However, due to the limitation of techniques, both the commercial ORA and the new sOCT can only obtain the dynamic corneal parameters at a certain point of the cornea.

The Corvis ST (OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) is a compromise between the dynamic characteristics and the imaging range. It adopts a high-speed Scheimpflug camera to record the entire process of cornea deformation. In the clinical practice using the Corvis ST, a patient should place the chin on the chin rest and also attach the head console by the forehead. The patient is then asked to focus at the central red light-emitting diodes. In each measurement, the air puff component induces the indentation, so the cornea moves inward until reaching a point of highest concavity and then rebounds to its normal convex curvature. The camera within the Corvis ST takes 140 digital frames in 30 ms, which corresponds to the frame rate of 4300 frames per second. The image of each frame covers 8.5 mm horizontally of a single slit and has 200 × 576 pixels.9 Currently, the Corvis ST provides a number
of dynamic-related parameters, including the deformation amplitude, the applanation length and velocity, the peak distance, apex radius, and intraocular pressure (IOP). It also measures the original central corneal thickness (CCT) and provides visualization of the continuous deformation of the cornea captured by the Scheimpflug camera. However, it does not provide definitive values of dynamic CCTs. Many studies only reported the good repeatability and its high correlation with ultrasound pachymetry in the measurement of stationary CCT.10

The measurement of CCT in a stationary status is widely accepted to be important to the diagnosis and follow-up of eye diseases and the refractive surgery. The CCT increases in the patients with cornea guttata received the dorzolamide therapy, and consequently needs monitoring.11,12 It also has significant value in discriminating eye diseases, such as keratoconus13,14 and glaucoma.15 The clinical evidence demonstrated an association between the CCT and the IOP measurement: a 10% difference in the CCT would result in a 3.4 ± 0.9 mmHg difference in the IOP,16 which was in consonance with the IOPs predicted by an advanced eye model considering the influence of corneal biomechanical properties.17 Except the IOP, recent studies reported dynamic-related parameters of the cornea measured with the ORA and the Corvis ST were widely dependent on the CCT.13,18

In comparison to the CCT at a stationary status, a rare clinical study concerned its dynamic changing during air puff indentation. This situation is due to the technical limitation rather than the needs, since no accessible way is provided for its measurement before the Corvis ST. Actually, the Corvis ST visualizes the dynamic CCT, but cannot provide the definitive value. On the other hand, dynamic CCTs directly reveal the corneal deformation under certain air pressure, so it indicates the biomechanical properties of cornea to a large extent. It may contain many undiscovered important information for screening various eye diseases associated with collagen disorders or endothelial-based corneal dystrophies, such as keratoconus and cornea guttata. It may also identify the effect of corneal cross-linking in vivo, which both the Corvis ST and the ORA may not achieve at the current stage.13,18 In our previous study with the Corvis ST (OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH), the directly measured CCT at highest concavity was found to be reduced by ~8% in 42 healthy subjects20 without considering the Scheimpflug distortion.21 The overall objective of our study is to predict the influence of Scheimpflug distortion on the CCT measurement, to propose a method to correct the distortion for dynamic CCTs, and to apply the method to study the CCT variation in clinical cases.

The Scheimpflug principle has been applied to anterior segment imaging since the 1970s,22 but was not extensively utilized in clinical practice until 2005 when commercial instruments, such as the Pentacam, were introduced. An early study reported that the directly observed CCT was underestimated by ~43% in comparison with the true value.21,22 The authors corrected this error by using the ray tracing technique with a Basic program. An introduction to the theory of ray tracing and its computation implementation can be found in Ref. 24. With the advent of digital charge-coupled device (CCD) and the improvement of focus depth, more studies focused on the Scheimpflug distortion and provided more accurate measurement for different ocular components. Fink et al. reported their effort on the refractive correction for the cornea and eye lens in the digital CCD-recorded Scheimpflug photographs.25,26 It gave a numerical example to show that internal surfaces of the eye, such as the posterior corneal surface and the anterior lens surfaces, are far different from what it looks like in Scheimpflug imaging. The CCT is theoretically underestimated by ~58.3% in comparison with the true value. The study of Rosales and Marcos focused on the particular configuration of the commercial device Pentacam.27 They also applied the ray tracing technique and obtained the similar conclusion in artificial and human eyes. However, all these studies concerned the measurement and correction for a stationary eyeball without air puff indentation.

In the present study, we investigated the measurement of dynamic CCTs with the Corvis ST and proposed a method to correct the Scheimpflug distortion. We considered the problem from a practical concern that the refractive index of cornea, the distance of cornea away from the lens, and the front curvature of cornea induced by air puff indentation may affect the CCT measurement. With the calibration for unit conversion in image length, from pixels to micrometers, the object–image curve derived theoretically can be applied to correct the Scheimpflug distortion in the CCT measurement. We conducted the experiment to verify a prediction concerning the measurement error induced by a different material refractive index. We also applied the proposed correction method to preliminarily investigate the CCT variation during air puff indentation.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Optical Paths for Scheimpflug Imaging of the Corvis ST

In a common photographic system, the camera lens and the image plane are parallel, so the plane of focus is parallel to the camera lens. Image sharpness can be controlled by a suitable focused distance. Scheimpflug principle demonstrates another geometric layout that promises a clear record.1 The condition is when the plane of camera lens and the image plane extended meet at a line through which the plane of focus also passes, the subject can be all in focus, although it is not parallel to the plane of the camera lens. In Scheimpflug imaging, the subject plane should rotate rather than move along the lens axis, when adjusting the focus. The axis of rotation is the intersection of the camera lens’s front focal plane and the plane through the center of the camera lens perpendicular to the image plane. This concept was documented in an early British patent.8

As per the principle, Corvis ST, like its predecessor the Pentacam, substitutes a Scheimpflug camera for the slit-lamp camera of traditional anterior segment imaging devices in ophthalmology. Prior studies showed the three-dimensional optical path for Scheimpflug imaging.20,27 In the system of Corvis ST, the camera lens is placed to form an angle of 45 deg with the object plane according to the specification from the manufacturer. Figure 1 illustrates the two-dimensional optical path with more details. It will be used to deduce the correction formulas later in this section. Here the proportion of the measurement distance to the corneal thickness is exaggerated, so the geometrical relationship can be seen more clearly. The blue arc denotes the anterior and posterior surface of the cornea, while the green arc is the virtual image of the posterior surface. It should be noted that the camera lens is replaced by a pinhole and does not induce any scaling. This simplification works because the effective image can always be found ignoring the real optical magnification. The intrinsic reason behind is that the image distortion from scaling stays stationary in different
tests and subjects, so it can be eliminated when calibrating the real length for each pixel of the photographic record.

According to the optical path, a one-to-one correspondence can be observed between the real CCT and its image length, denoted as $x$ and $y$, respectively. Ray tracing refers to a technique of generating an image by tracing the path of light. Figure 1 shows the imaginary light beams emanating from the anterior and the posterior surface of the cornea in orange. Consider the example of the light beam from the posterior surface. It forms an angle $\alpha_1$ with the imaging plane. It refracts at the anterior surface of cornea, thus appearing as if it is coming from the light beam that forms angle $\alpha_1$ with the imaging plane. It continues to propagate passing through a pinhole and, finally, projects onto the CCD.

Figure 1(a) takes the cornea at its original status for an example; the relationship can be theoretically deduced between the object $x$ and image length $y$. According to the configuration of the optical system, angle $\alpha_1$ can be first calculated by

$$\tan \alpha_1 = \frac{a}{y + a}.$$  (1)

where $a$ is two times the distance of the cornea away from the pinhole. It is true, since the distance is always much larger than the corneal thickness. Actually, the CCT of a human cornea thickness is at the level of 550 $\mu$m, while the distance is $\sim$7 mm of the Corvis ST according to our measurement using a ruler. Due to a limited region concerned with the CCT measurement, the tip of anterior cornea surface can be regarded as nearly spherical. Supposing the known radius of CCT measurement, the tip of anterior cornea surface can be observed between the real CCT and its image length, so it can be eliminated when calibrating the real length for each pixel of the photographic record.

$$n \sin \beta_2 = n_0 \sin \beta_1.$$  (5)

where $n$ and $n_0$ are the refractive index of cornea and air. They are known in the literature. Applying the geometrical relationship again, $\alpha_2$ can be obtained by

$$\alpha_2 = \alpha + \beta_2.$$  (6)

Accordingly, the true CCT $x$ can be finally calculated from its image length $y$

$$x = \frac{h}{\tan \alpha} - \frac{h}{\tan \alpha_1} + y.$$  (7)

A similar one-to-one correspondence can be found when the cornea is reversed by air puff indentation. When air puff indentation is performed, the cornea is deformed from convex to concave and then rebounds to its normal convex status. Ambrosio et al. show a graphical presentation of corneal deformation under air puff indentation with detected applanation moments in their study. The whole process can be regarded as the radius of curvature changes. Figure 1(b) shows the optical layout for the cornea reversed. The only difference is that the spherical center shifts from inside to outside of the eyeball, so some signs in Eqs. (2), (4), and (6) should be modified as follows:

$$\left(\frac{h}{\tan \alpha} + R - y\right)^2 + h^2 = R^2,$$  (8)

$$\hat{\beta}_1 = \alpha_1 - \gamma.$$  (9)

$$\alpha_2 = \beta_2 - \gamma.$$  (10)

2.2 Correcting the Distortion in Measuring the CCT

The essence of the CCT measurement is to estimate the real thickness from a raw photographic record. An intuitive-feasible approach is to conduct the calibration on standard samples and determine the effective length for each pixel of the photographic record. It can be analogical to reading a map in real life. If the distance between the two places is required, we can first measure the distance on the map and then calculate the real value using the scale of the map. Similarly, the estimated CCT can be calculated as the product of its pixel number and a total scaling.
factor. However, this method neglects the influence factors (the refractive index, the front curvature, and the measurement distance) differed from case to case. Here the method is proposed to better measure the CCT in two steps.

When the CCT is estimated from a measured image length, the units of the image length can be either in micrometers for the image captured by the CCD or in pixels for the image displayed on the screen. There is only a proportional scaling factor between them. It is determined by the electronic display system of the Corvis ST, and is therefore irrelevant to the optical path in different cases. In the first step of measurement, the scaling factor is experimentally determined by a calibration conducted on the samples with known thickness. However, the influence factors affect when the object length of CCT is transformed to the image length, since they change the optical paths and require to be considered. Accordingly, correction procedures should be performed in the second step. A real thickness is obtained by following Eqs. (1)–(7), if the cornea is convex. When air ejects onto the cornea, it will move inward and become concave, so substitute Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) in Eqs. (2), (4), and (6) to estimate the CCT at a concave status. All codes are implemented in a custom-developed program using MATLAB® (Version R2013a, MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts).

2.3 Measuring the Scaling Factor for Unit Converting

Like any other digital photographic system, the image projected onto the CCD is visualized on the display screen of a Corvis ST system. The calibration experiment described here aimed to find the invariable scaling factor, which calculates the image length in micrometers from the pixels read on the display screen or the exported image. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for the calibration experiment. A piece of scotch tape seals the air hole to prevent the potential shift induced by air puff indentation for the tested samples. The base of the custom-made platform is a magnetic block with an on/off switch. It can be firmly fixed onto an iron surface. The rail slider is mounted on the base, so the mobile plate above can move along under the control of a micrometer screw gauge. A tube mount is attached to the mobile plate in order to fix the lens holder. When using the eye contact lens, it should be dampened to adhere to the head of lens holder. The rod side is then plugged into the tube mount. The eye contact lens is kept 7 mm away from the camera lens in the calibration experiment. Taking the advantage of the custom-made platform, the eye contact lens can be precisely moved, but it needs to be kept fixed in this calibration experiment. The ability of the custom-made platform for controlling the position will be used later in the experiment discussed in Sec. 2.5.

Three customized hard contact lens and four human eyes were used to estimate the scaling factor. The contact lenses were made of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) with the refractive index (n) of 1.432. The thickness was measured by the thickness gauge (G. Nissel & Company Limited, United Kingdom), and the front curvature was measured by the Ophthalmometer OM-4 (Topcon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) in the Optometry Clinic at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. Two healthy human subjects were tested in the General Hospital of People’s Liberation Army (the Chinese PLA General Hospital, Beijing, China). Both the left and right eyes were included. The thickness and front curvature were measured in vivo by an OCT anterior segment scanner SS-1000 CASIA (TOMEY Corporation, Nagoya, Japan). Table 1 details the geometrical parameters of all seven samples.

Not considering the optical magnification, the effective image length of CCT in micrometers was derived from the true thickness measured with the theoretical object–image curve. It can also be measured manually in pixels on the display screen by the custom-developed program. The scaling factors were calculated in all cases and averaged for further applications.

2.4 Theoretical Simulations for the Influence Factors

Theoretical object–image curve of the CCT can predict measurement errors in the intuitive-feasible calibration aforementioned. This calibration actually assumes the scaling factor invariable from case to case for transforming image length in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Thickness (μm)</th>
<th>Front curvature (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lens A</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>7.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens B</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens C</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>7.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornea A</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>8.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornea B</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornea C</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornea D</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pixels to object length in micrometers. Accordingly, the factor can be determined experimentally and applied to each measurement. However, three factors may break this expectation: the refractive index, the front curvature, and the measurement distance. The simulation experiments here were designed to predict these influences. It should be noted that the simulation needs the inverse process, which calculates the image length from the real CCT. It cannot be directly obtained through Eqs. (1)–(10), but can be realized by interpolating the image–object curve derived from the forward process. A real experiment was additionally conducted to confirm the prediction concerning the refractive index later in Sec. 2.5.

When investigating the influence of the refractive index, we simulated the materials of air \((n = 1)\), human cornea \((n = 1.375)\), and contact lens \((n = 1.432)\). The front curvature was fixed to 7.5 mm, and the distance \((d)\) between the sample and the camera lens was 7 mm. Another simulation imitated that a cornea moved toward the camera lens. The distances were set to be 5, 7, and 9 mm, while the front curvature was fixed to 7.5 mm. In the final simulation, the front curvature of a cornea varies from 7 mm at the convex status to the concave status of the same value, and the distance was set to 7 mm. It imitated the influence of the air puff indentation, which changes the front curvature of cornea with time. All these simulations assumed that the intuitive-feasible calibration for determining the total scaling factor was conducted on a 550-um-thick cornea of the 7.5-mm front curvature measured 7 mm away from the lens.

### 2.5 Confirming the Prediction of the Refractive Index

A real experiment was conducted on the Corvis ST to confirm the prediction concerning the refractive index. It is that the human cornea should be adopted in the intuitive-feasible calibration; otherwise the sample with a different refractive index will induce errors in the CCT measurement. In the following experiment, the total scaling factors were measured for the material of air, the human cornea, and the PMMA material. And then the measurement errors can be calculated for a human cornea, assuming that the calibration was conducted in air or the hard contact lens made of PMMA.

The custom-made platform was applied to carry the lens holder to move horizontally along the line connecting the sample and the camera lens. The hard contact lenses were initially tested at the distance of 7 mm and then moved away from the camera lens at regular intervals of 0.2 mm until the distance of 7.8 mm. The whole procedure was repeated five times. Just like the calibration experiment described in Sec. 2.3, a piece of scotch tape sealed the air hole to prevent the potential shift of the testing sample due to air puff indentation. The image data of four human corneas collected in Sec. 2.3 were also included for further analysis.

Based on the data captured by the Corvis ST, we processed the collected images by the custom-developed program. On the images of hard eye contact lens, we manually recorded the apex of the anterior surface and the central thickness. Position records of the apex of the moving anterior surface were applied to calculate the total scaling factor in air, while the central thickness records were used to obtain that for PMMA. On the images of human corneas, the CCT were manually measured in pixels and averaged among five tests for calculating the total scaling factor in human cornea.

Using the calibration result of air, human cornea, and PMMA, we calculated the CCT of a human cornea multiplying the total scaling factor by the measured pixel numbers. Consequently, we obtained the measurement errors that the refractive index induced.

### 2.6 Clinical Applications

Our previous study on the Corvis ST observed a thinning phenomenon with air puff indentation. Now the proposed method was applied to correct the Scheimpflug distortion, which aimed to confirm this thinning. Sixty cases of healthy human corneas included in the study were from 35 patients visiting the Chinese PLA General Hospital for the eye examination from 2012 August to 2013 October. Twelve cases were excluded, since eyelashes degraded image quality, which may interfere with the estimation of front curvature at highest concavity. All the examinations were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the experimental protocol received the approval from the institutional review board of the Chinese PLA General Hospital.

The CCT of each case was measured three times on the first frame and the frame corresponding to highest concavity. It was manually recorded and averaged. These values of the pixel number gave the ratio of thinning without correction. Then the original CCT was calculated using the total scaling factor achieved in the intuitive-feasible calibration. The parameters of the calibration human cornea are as those in the simulation experiment \((n = 1.375, R = 7.5 \text{ mm}, d = 7 \text{ mm}, \text{CCT} = 550 \text{ um})\). The CCT at highest concavity was corrected with the curvature revealed by the Corvis ST at the measurement distance of 7 mm. The reasonableness of the approximation here will be presented in Sec. 4.

Statistical analyses on corrected CCTs were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics (Version 20, IBM Corporation, New York, USA). Statistical significance was set at the 5% probability level. The CCT differences before and after air puff indentation were first checked for their normality through the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Then the paired \(t\) test was conducted to compare their mean values. Besides, Pearson correlation was applied to examine the contribution of the original thickness to the CCT variation. Many literature references provide useful instructions for the statistical analysis.

### 3 Experimental Results

#### 3.1 Scaling Factor for Unit Conversion

In each measurement, the Corvis ST captures the whole process of cornea movement at a rate of 4330 image frames per second and records a 140-frame video clip in 30 ms. The image of each frame covers 8.5 mm horizontally of a single slit and has \(200 \times 576\) pixels. All the collected clips were exported and the related frames were selected for further analysis.

The image length of any testing sample can be expressed both in pixels and in micrometers. We followed the protocol presented in Sec. 2.3 to experimentally derive the scaling factor for unit conversion. The average result of seven samples (three custom-made hard contact lens and four human corneas) manifested it to be \(18.58 \pm 0.43 \mu\text{m/pixel}\) in the Corvis ST, which means that each pixel in an exported image represents an image length of 18.58 \(\mu\text{m}\). This result was applied to estimate and correct the measurement error.
3.2 Measurement Errors Attributed to Different Influence Factors

Figure 3 provides the theoretical predictions on the images captured by the Corvis ST. They are simulated based on the proposed equations deduced in Sec. 2.1. Object–image curves for different materials are given in Fig. 3(a). The simulation result is consistent to our common sense that the image and object length is equal in air. As for the material with a higher refractive index, it is observed that the image length is much smaller than the object length.

Further images demonstrate the influence of the refractive index, the measurement distance, and the front curvature on the CCT measurement. According to Fig. 3(b), measurement errors are positively correlated with the absolute value of the CCT. The measured value of a 550-μm-thick human cornea is 29.3 μm larger than its real value when the calibration is conducted on the contact lens, while it is underestimated by 201.7 μm when the calibration is performed on a moving anterior surface of the contact lens in air. However, measurement errors can be confined to 7 μm within the whole thickness range between 450 and 650 μm, if human corneas are adopted in the calibration. Figure 3(c) shows the measurement errors of a human cornea deviating from the original measuring position in the calibration. The measurement error due to the measurement position is <1.82 μm for a 500-μm thick cornea. The value are 2.17 and 2.56 μm for the CCT of 550 and 600 μm, respectively. It is concluded that errors in a measurement are at the level of several micrometers, even if the testing cornea moves 2 mm away from the calibration position. According to our experience, the largest deviation would not exceed 0.5 mm; otherwise, the cornea would be out of the region of imaging and fail to be captured by the camera of Corvis ST. Figure 3(d) reveals the influence of air puff indentation on the CCT measurement. The letters in parentheses denote the direction of corneal deformation. The letter N means the cornea is convex, and the letter R means the cornea is reversed under air puff indentation. The distance between the green line and the blue line shows only several micrometers error occurred due to the diversity of the front curvature of human corneas. However, when air puff indentation works and renders the cornea completely reversed, the measurement error could reach ~50 μm referred to a 550-μm-thick human cornea.

3.3 Calibration Errors Related with the Refractive Index

Former simulation results declared that a proper calibration could restrain the measurement errors of a stationary CCT to several micrometers. This conclusion will be further explained in Sec. 4. Here the experiment was performed to confirm the prediction concerning the refractive index shown in Fig. 3(b) that the CCT is underestimated ~201.7 μm with an improper calibration conducted on the moving anterior surface of contact lens in air, and it is overestimated by ~29.3 μm when the calibration is conducted on the contact lenses made of PMMA.
We followed the experimental protocol presented in Sec. 2.5 to obtain the total scaling factor for the intuitive-feasible calibration. Among the three custom-made hard contact lenses, it was concluded that each pixel in the exported image represented 16.5 μm for air and 31.2 μm for contact lens, while the scaling factor was found to be 28.9 μm among four human corneas. Accordingly, we calculated the measurement error of a 550-μm-thick human cornea. It was found that the CCT was 44 μm thicker based on the calibration of a moving anterior surface of contact lens in air and 235 μm thinner based on the calibration of hard contact lens. Considering the pixel resolution of Corvis ST, which is ~28.9 μm for the human cornea without air puff indentation, the result was in accordance with our simulation, which predicted 29 μm thicker and 202 μm thinner.

3.4 Thinning Phenomena in Clinical Applications

The proposed correction method was applied to confirm the thinning phenomenon observed in our previous study. It was observed that the CCT decreased by 7.6% of its original thickness when air puff indentation made the cornea totally reversed. After a correction, the CCT was found to increase by 66 ± 34 μm at highest concavity under air puff indentation, which was 2.5% of the original CCT. The corrected CCT was 576 ± 34 μm at the preindentation period and 590 ± 35 μm at highest concavity. Their differences in each case passed the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for normality, and a significant difference was observed by the paired t test (p < 0.001). Pearson correlation further found a weak positive correlation between the uncorrected variation of CCT and the stationary CCT (r = 0.35, p = 0.015). However, no significant association was observed after the correction (r = 0.16, p = 0.162).

4 Discussion

The concept of scaling factors should be further clarified. Using the intuitive-feasible calibration, we may directly relate a real corneal thickness to its image length visualized on the screen. Accordingly, the scaling factor can be determined experimentally to transform the object length in micrometers to the image length in pixels. However, this procedure actually involves two steps of conversion. First, the cornea is projected onto the CCD of an optical system, which concerned the scaling factor to transform object length to image length. Second, the image captured by the CCD is visualized on a screen, which concerned the scaling factor to transform the image length from pixels to micrometers. The first conversion is influenced by the diversity of human corneas and the changeable experimental conditions, while the second only reflects the visualization for digital images, so it is invariable from case to case. Due to the first step, the axial pixel resolution of the corneal image captured by the Corvis ST is variable. The fundamental essence of the proposed correction method is to differentiate the two parts and derive the real total scaling factors in different cases.

Simulated results from the theoretical analysis actually evinced an intriguing conclusion. The stationary CCT can be measured through the intuitive-feasible calibration without correcting the Scheimpflug distortion. The total scaling factor should be measured on the human cornea with the known CCT. This method simplifies the measurement of the stationary CCT. According to the simulation results shown in Figs. 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d), this method only induces the measurement error in the level of several micrometers. It is acceptable when we consider the pixel resolution of the Corvis ST, which makes each pixel present ~28.9 μm for human corneas. Even so, Fig. 3(b) visualizes a concomitant problem of the calibration. Errors in the CCT measurement are larger when the corneal thickness is away from the calibration point. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show a similar tendency for the variation of the front curvature and the measurement distance. Since they are the simulation results of the proposed formulas, it reveals an inevitable defect of the intuitive-feasible calibration: the calibration error changes with the stationary CCT. On the other side, it is remarkable that the measurement error increases distinctly to dozens of micrometers when the air puff indentation completely reversed the cornea, indicating that we need to correct the Scheimpflug distortion for analyzing the dynamic changes of human corneas.

The proposed method can correct the CCT with the influence from the front corneal curvature, the refractive index, and the measurement distance. It is applicable to correct not only for a reversed cornea, but also for the cornea diversity in different cases. Even so, the simplified calibration for the total scaling factor may be more convenient for measuring the stationary CCT, since no additional parameter is required to be measured. This calibration may not be performed in real life. We can imagine a human cornea with the known parameters and derive its image length from the object length. Combining the ratio with the scaling factor for unit conversion, we actually obtain the total scaling factor in the intuitive-feasible calibration.

We expected the CCT variation occurring with air puff indentation. It may reflect the biomechanical properties of cornea, since an elastomer is deformed under pressure. According to our measurement, the mean ± SD of the original CCT was 576 ± 34 μm. It decreased by 7.6% at highest concavity before correction, and the result was approximately consistent with the observation in our previous study. After correction, the CCT increased by 2.5%. However, it is too rough to confirm that the CCT really increased by 2.5%, i.e., that a 550-μm-thick cornea thickens by ~14 μm. We have reservations about this thickening phenomenon, considering the resolution of the Corvis ST is ~28.9 μm/pixel for human corneas. Moreover, the reason behind the phenomenon from the aspect of biomechanics is unclear. In this study, we corrected the Scheimpflug distortion for measuring dynamic CCTs, but there are still many technical obstacles to be overcome for finding the reason behind the phenomenon. If the thickening is true, we hypothesize the viscoelasticity may cause the phenomenon. As most biological materials, the cornea exhibits viscoelasticity. On the grounds of its elastic nature, it responds instantaneously to a stress. Meanwhile, to accommodate its viscous behavior, the strain decays with time. The corneal tissue may be accumulated within the central part under a prompt air puff indentation. Further studies should be conducted to have a better understanding about the dynamic indentation process of cornea using biomechanical analysis. In addition to the thickening phenomenon, a weak correlation was observed between the uncorrected variation and the original CCT in our clinical cases. It was consistent with the simulation result in Fig. 3(d), which shows an increasing tendency of thickness variation with the CCT without correction. It was remarkable that the proposed method eliminated the association by correcting the Scheimpflug distortion.

An improper calibration increases the errors in the CCT measurement. The experimental result was consistent to the prediction roughly. Former studies indicated the difficulty in selecting the reference points for the CCT measurement with UBM.
due to the resolution.1 It is also the problem of the Corvis ST. According to our measurement, the Corvis ST presents each pixel as ~28.9 µm long for a human cornea, compromising the resolution by a high-speed camera. Fast moving cornea under air puff indentation blurred the image and worsened the problem. In addition, we actually did not correct the CCT at its preindentation status, but used the total scaling factor derived at an imaginary calibration point for estimation. This also contributed to the difference between the theoretical prediction and the experimental result.

This study will especially benefit the analysis of dynamic changing corneas from two aspects. First, it demonstrated the reasonableness of performing an intuitive-feasible calibration for measuring the CCT at preindentation status. Second, the proposed correction method can be applied to correct dynamic CCT at any time, although the correction was only performed on the CCT at its highest concavity in this study. The difficulty is the dynamic estimation of the front curvature. Further study could integrate the achievement from cornea segmentation and curvature estimation to estimate the changing front curvature for measuring the dynamic CCTs. Another research focus can be the correction of the Scheimpflug distortion for other corneal parameters, especially the curvature map of posterior corneas. Although Corvis ST brings light to the dynamic analysis of cornea, we may still expect one day to improve the image quality and increase the shutter speed.

5 Conclusions

The paper started from the optical path of Scheimpflug imaging in the Corvis ST and derived the formulas to predict the influence of three practical factors in the use of the Corvis ST. Applying these formulas, the Scheimpflug distortion can be corrected for the CCT measurement. The simulation results demonstrated that the stationary CCT can be measured through the intuitive-feasible calibration without correcting the Scheimpflug distortion. Compared to the pixel resolution of the Corvis ST, which reaches 28.9 µm for human cornea, the maximal measurement error induced is ~10 µm. Even so, it should be considered that errors in the CCT measurement are larger when the corneal thickness is away from the calibration point. However, the simulation results also indicated the necessity to correct the distortion when the cornea is deformed under air pressure (the distortion suffers most at highest concavity). Otherwise, the measurement error of the CCT at highest concavity may reach several micrometers. Finally, the proposed method was adapted to study the CCT variation in clinical cases. The analysis result confirmed our previous observation that the seeming CCT observed by the Corvis ST at highest concavity was decreased. However, after correcting the distortion, the CCT at highest concavity is increased by 2.5%. We confirmed this variation is statistically significant, but have some reservations about this thickening phenomenon. It is observed that the proposed correction method eliminated the weak positive correlation between the CCT variation and its original value.
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